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KaDe Premium Plus

KaDe Premium Access Control and Attendance system is innovation software which works with standard access controllers KS-1012/24. KaDe Premium adopts
such features of second-generation software as software interface, dynamic help and so on. When works with KS-1012/24 controllers, KaDe Premium can
serve small and medium enterprises for access control and attendance management, as well as works with CCTV and alarm devices. The system is easy to
manage, install and use.
 
Customized Interface
Software GUI is visual and convenient. The function interface window can be moved, hidden, enlarged/minimized and grouped conveniently. The user can
adjust the display size and software interface as preferred.
Dynamic Help
When user clicks any setup button in software, an instruction for the button will be displayed.
Batch Operation
Software supports multiple selection and operation, which can greatly improve work efficiency.
Image Snapshot
Under real-time monitoring mode, when video compression card is installed in PC, the user can check the video for monitoring position. In case of occurrence
of events or alarm, software will snapshot automatically.
Modulated Design
Basing on a unique platform, the software is characterized by modulated design, unique style and unlimited upgrade capability. Currently, the software
consists of access control module and attendance module, which can both work independently. User can use any of all modules. When new module is
developed, user can add the new module into exiting platform easily.
Excellent Attendance Module
Compare to other controller-based attendance management system, the software provides more complete attendance functions such as four-shift
attendance, cross-day attendance, overtime calculation, timework payment, work-arrangement base on month/day, flexible lunch/dinner time etc. The
attendance management module itself can serve as a professional attendance management system independently.
Multi-language
User can change any character string for interface character, dynamic help and externally files. The system can support multi-languages.
 

User photo display yes

Access after confirmation by the operator yes

Door unlock by schedule after read valid card no

Operating system Windows Windows 10 Pro / Enterprise, Windows 7 Pro / Enterprise/Ultimate, Windows 8 i 8.1
Enterprise, Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard/Enterprise

Workstations 1

System operators without limit

Door controllers (per Gateway) up to 1024

Loops (per Gateway) 20

Controllers KS-1012 RS, KS-1012 IP, KS-1024 RS, KS-1024 IP, KZ-1000-IP-U, KZ-1000-IP-M

Cards 20000

Cards format 26-40 bit Wiegand

Cards type any technology compatible with the reader

Access level 200

Schedule 90

Holidays 90 dni

User identification mode card, pin, card or pin, card and pin

Anti-Passback local

https://aat.pl/pl
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Latch mode yes

Reports filtered, save in xls format

Time & Attendance yes

Graphic maps with icons yes

Import /export database yes

On-line monitoring yes

CCTV integration yes

Multi-card access no

Discrete alarm PIN code yes
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